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The principal object of this invention is to pro 
vide a shoe in which the flexing portion between 
the tip and the arch is constructed in Such a 
manner that the flexure takes place in regular 
predefined ridges in the upper of the shoe. This 
invention further involves particular characteris 
tics in such ridges. It further involves the proc 
ess of forming these ridges by incorporation in 
the last. It further involves such a process in 

0 cluding certain other characteristics. . . 
In the past, with the usual methods of con 

structing shoes, the upper has been permitted 
to flex in an irregular manner at the principal 
flexing portion (commonly called the vamp) be 

is tween the tip and the arch. This irregular flex 
ure is not only unsightly and incompatible with 
the artistic beauty of many shoes, but it also. Con 
tributes toward discomfort and deterioration. 
The irregular flexure may cause discomfort by 

O pressing on some sensitive portion of the foot. 
The lack of allowance for flexure of the toes 
downward as well as upward may also cause dis 
comfort. This is particularly noticeable when 
climatic conditions are such as to cause the up-. 

5 per to shrink, bowing up the sole and hindering 
the toes from proper freedom of contact with 
the ground. The construction of the flexing por 
tion in ridges, somewhat after the fashion of a and then by dropping cap 4 down toward the Sole 
belows, permits such freedom. This ridge or 
bellows construction also tends to help ventilate 
the shoe as it flexes. This ridge construction also 
reduces the tendency of shoes of the usual con 
struction to wear at the vamp, by eliminating 
the strain when toes bend downward, and by elim 

5 inating the tendency of shoes without ridges to 
flex at the weakest point in the upper material 
thus concentrating the greatest strain where it 
can least be withstOOd m 

Referring to the drawing: Figure 1 is a top view 
of a right foot shoe, illustrating the ridge con 
struction that has been described in general 
terms. Figure 2 is a side view of Such a shoe. 
Figure 3 is a side view of a last, on which are 
incorporated the ridges it is desired to incor 

5 porate into the shoe. These ridges are shown in 
corporated onto this last by means of a toe cap 
so constructed as to facilitate removal from the 
shoe. Figure 4 illustrates one method of setting 
the upper into the valleys between ridges. This 

0 is a cross sectional view of a plane located as 
indicated by 4-4 in Figure 1. However in Fig 

- ure 4 the last and setting means, which do not 
appear in Figure , are shown. 
As a makeshift proposition it might be possible 

is to incorporate ridges such as described into 

with the lining in the setting operation. Refer 

already finished shoes, by clamping the Vamp 
between jaws containing such ridges, or by insert 
ing a secondary last containing Such ridges, and 
to some extent stretching and setting the upper 
into such ridges by pressure, heat, stiffening com- 60 
pound, or other elements. 

For best results, however, these ridges should 
be built into the shoe in the first place. It is 
conceivable to accomplish this by building into 
the upper material stiffening ribs or flexible chan 
nels or both along the lines of the desired ridges. 
A preferred way of building these ridges, not in 
volving the necessity of Such ribs Orchannels, is 
illustrated in the drawing and described in fur 
ther detail below. 

By this preferred method, the desired ridges 
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' are incorporated onto the last. These ridges. On 
the last are numbered 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 3. 
These ridges in the shoe are similarly numbered 
, 2, and 3 in Figures 1, 2, and 4. Of course 
the number of ridges is not limited to three either 
as a maximum or as a minimum. The number 
3 is merely illustrative. Preferably these ridges 
on the last are incorporated onto a removable . . . . 
cap over the toe of the last. See Figure 3, cap 80 
4 over last 5. This makes it possible, after the 
shoe is completely assembled, to remove last 5, 

5 

to easily remove this cap. If the ridges were solid 
on the last, it would be difficult to remove this 
last from the shoe. 
With the ridges thus incorporated onto the last, 

the upper can be moulded over these ridges in 
the lasting operation. To insure the permanency 
of the location of these ridges, they can be set 90 
by ironing in or by some other method involving . . 
pressure alone or pressure and heat. They can 
be further made permanent by application of 
some stiffening material to the upper before this 
setting operation. They can further be made 
permanent by the application of a suitable ad 
hesive backing behind the upper, which can be 
incorporated with the upper and perhaps also 
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ring to Figure 4, 8 represents the outside upper 100 
material, 9 represents such an adhesive backing, 
and 10 represents the lining. One means of set 
ting the upper into the valleys between ridges on 
the last is illustrated by 6 and 7 in Figure 4. 
These may be cords adapted to be pulled tightly 
around the last into these valleys. Or they may 
be heavy elastic bands adapted to fit tightly 
around the last. After being subjected to what 
ever heat process or other setting process desired, 1 
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these setting means may be removed, leaving the 
ridges permanently incorporated in the shoe. 
There are certain advantageous general char 

acteristics of such ridges that will now be de 
Scribed. 

First it is advantageous that the greatest height 
of these ridges should be at the top of the shoe. 

0. 

5 
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Line 4-4 in Figure 1 is approximately at the top 
of the shoe where these are highest. These ridges 
gradually taper off to negligible height at the 
sides of the shoe near the sole. The greatest 
height is at the top because that is where the 
greatest flexure takes place. The height is neg 
ligible at the sides near the sole as here the flexure 
is comparatively negligible. Also this makes pos 
sible lasting the upper to the sole without the 
complication of ridges at this point. 

Second it is advantageous that such ridges flare 
outwardly toward the rear at least on the outside 
of the shoe, because the construction of the hu 
man foot is such that the lines of flexure have 
substantially this characteristic. Such outward 
flaring is also advantageous from the standpoint 
of cooperation with the natural flexure of the 
sole. This sole flexure is spread over a COn 
siderable length rather than concentrated at any 
one place. 

Variations in the particular constructional fea 
tures illustrated and described are of course poS 
sible. These particular constructional features 
are merely illustrative of preferred ways of car 
rying out this invention. Similar variations are also possible in the particular process described 
for achieving such constructional features. The 
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definition of the exact scope of the present inven 
tion, including all possible variations, and also 
including particular preferred variations, has 
been attempted in the appended claims. 

Having thus described the invention, what is 
claimed is: 

1. A shoe in which the principal flexing portion 
of the upper between the tip and the arch in 
cludes predefined regular ridges of flexure, said 
ridges decreasing in altitude to substantially neg 
ligible altitude as they approach the sole. 

2. A shoe in which the principal flexing portion 
of the upper between the tip and the arch in 
cludes predefined regular ridges of flexure, Said 
ridges decreasing in altitude to substantially neg 
ligible altitude as they approach the sole, and 
said ridges being moulded in said upper wholly 
above the normal inner surface of Said shoe. 

3. A shoe in which the principal flexing por 
tion of the upper between the tip and the arch 
includes predefined regular ridges of flexure, said 
ridges decreasing in altitude to substantially neg 
ligible altitude as they approach the sole, said 

ridges being moulded in said upper wholly above 
the normal inner Surface of Said shoe, and said 
ridges running generally crosswise of the shoe 
and curving toward the rear on the outside of 
the shoe. - 4. A shoe in which the principal flexing portion 
of the upper between the tip and the arch in 
cludes predefined regular ridges of flexure, said 
ridges decreasing in altitude to substantially neg 
ligible altitude as they approach the sole, and 8 
Said ridges running generally crosswise of the 
shoe and faring apart on the outside of the shoe 
as they approach the sole. 

5. In a shoe, an upper having the principal 
flexing portion between the tip and the arch re- 9 
enforced with a stiffening material and having 
predefined regular ridges of flexure formed in 
said portion and permanently retained by said 
stiffering material. 

6. In a shoe, an upper having the principal 9 
flexing portion between the tip and the arch re 
enforced with an adhesive backing material and 
having predefined regular ridges offlexureformed 
in said portion and permanently retained by said 
adhesive backing material. O 

7. The process of constructing a shoe, com 
prising: incorporating elevated ridges onto a cap 
fitting Over the last, lasting the upper. Over the 
composite last thus formed, bottoning the shoe, 
removing the last without the cap, and finally C 
removing the cap first pressing it downward 
away from the moulded ridges in the shoe. 

8. The process of constructing a shoe, com 
prising: incorporating elevated ridges Onto a cap 
fitting over the last, lasting the upper over the 
composite last thus formed, intensifying the ridges 
in the upper by simultaneously setting the upper 
into the valleys between ridges on the cap, bot 
toming the shoe, removing the last without the 
cap, and finally removing the cap. 1. 

9. The combination of: a last, ridges mounted 
on said last wholly above the normal surface of 
said last, said ridges running generally crosswise 
of the last between the tip and the arch, and 
said ridges decreasing in altitude to substantially 1: 
negligible altitude as they approach the sole. 

10. The combination of: a last, ridges mounted 
on said last wholly above the normal surface of 
said last, and means for pressing the upper of a 
shoe moulded on said last between all said ridges 1 
simultaneously, said ridges running generally 
crosswise of the last between the tip and the 
arch, and said ridges decreasing in altitude to . 
substantially negligible altitude as they approach 
the sole, 
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